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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let /1 be a of d, Yi! the Young (or Fen·ers) diagram of shape .1, and hv the 
hooklength s:t a cell v of Then the number #STab(Y,1) of standard tableaux of it 
is given by the hook formula: 
(U) ,11 -~':oer: b(?· \ ~ "'. #u a l,j)-~n I', 
_ -vEY,1 rlv 
due to J. S. G. de B. Ko·btrlson, and R. M. Thrall 
to prove a hook formula: 
d! 
#STab(D(A.!v)"" _.::::.:___ 
' nj)ED(,l) ht(B) ' 
The purpose of this paper is 
for a generalized shape in the sense of Do Peterr;on and R. Proctor [9]. See 
Section 3 and 4 for notion and furtlmr details. In the formula (I is 
equivalent to a corolirsy to the main result in So, t'le main task of the present paper is 
to define the notion of standard tableaux of a generalized and to show the equivalence 
of the fomml.a (1 with the one given in 
2. PREL!MINARIES 
Let A = be a necessarily symmetrizable) Cartan matrix of a Kac-Moody 
Lie [3][5]. We denote the set of real numbers by R Let f) be an R -vector space and 
f;l* the dual space of f;l and ) : I)" x f) -7 R the cannonical bilinear form. We suppose the 
existence of linearly independent subsets rr :== { Q'j I i E l} c r;• and rr := I E l} c [) 
such that "" a;,j· An element i1 E I)* is said to be an 
E Z, i E l. 
For each i E !, we define the 
S;: A H /l- /l E !)*, 
The group W generated by { s1 I i E I} is called the group, which acts on I) by: 
=(A,h), wEW,Ael)*,hEl). 
We define the root system (resp. coroot system) by <P := WIT (resp. .- wnv). We 
denote by w+ and <!J_ the sets of positive and negative roots of !1!, respedvely. 
The f:Jv E wv of a root/3 E !ll is defined so that 
= w(f:J)v, wE W. 
University. All rights reserved. 
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Similarly, the dual h v E Q'1 of a coroot h E Q) v is defined so that 
We note that ({:JY)v ""f3 for f3 E $. 
For E we define Sf! E W 
or, 
\Ve note that Sa, = La, "" si. 
For each wE we define a set$ 
For {1, E <D, we have: 
and 
J E 1)*, 
=h- hE 1), 
> 0 <~ 
3. CoLORED HooK FoRMULA FOR Path(,.J) 
In section, we review main results of 
The 5et 
is called the rlitc•o-r.nm 
is called a 
finite. 
weights i.s denoted 
the set D( ii) defint:od by 
is called a 1l-move. An ""'u"··'"'' 
weight 1l is said to is 
We note that = 0 if and if D(l) n l1 = ft3. The terrainology "move" is 
suggested the game theoretic study of Kawanaka 
Lemma3J .. Let .l E P;o;-l andf3 E 
sp(A) E P?:-1· 
D(s,a(1)) == sp(D(J) \ 
Then we have: 
Pp E D(sfip-1 ... sf3, p"" 1, ... ,!. 
We call/ the ofthe 
set of .1-pat.hs is denoted by 
Lemma3.2. }' E D(A.). Then we have: 
= 1 or 2 
= (y, /3v) = 2, then f3 = y 
Note that l('B) may be 0. The 
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Theorem 3,3 (Colored Hook Then we have: 
(1 + ~) . 
,of 
where both hand sides ore considered as ftt I i E I l ~ I:(. 
We caH o·; (i E l) color 
oe:noJ;;m variables. V!e note that the 
we consider them as inde·· 
acts on the rational function 
i E I) in color variables. 
E P;;;-l be finite. W;;; denote the set of ;[-paths of maximal length by MPath(J). 
Lemma 3.1, a /l-path 13 in is a sequence of roots #D(A). 
Putd:= Then we have: 
Putd::::: Then we have: 
dl 
4. !'/lAIN THEOREM AND REMARKS 
We denote the 
uetmmcm 4. Let P ::= be a finite partially ordered set. Put d := #P. A 
~ Pis said to be a standard tableau P if the r.ondition holds: 
If TU) < then we have j > k. 
Tht> set of standard tableaux P is denoted by 
. We define a set 
D(l)v := I,BE = --1). 
We call a of,t. We note that is a (possibly infinite) patiially ordered set 
with the order::; over@~. 
We now state the main result ofthis paper. 
Theorem 4J, Let 1l E P;;::-! 
Through Section 5 and 6, we 
Theorem 6.5 
Put d :'"" #D(J)v. 
d! 
=~~--
nBED(.l) ht {}3)'. 
a proof of Theorem 4.1. Theorem 4. I is 
Remark L Let = (A1 :;: • • • ;::; 111 > 0) be a and 
Y;t '"" { (i, j) II s i s n, l :5 j s A.;} 
be the diagram; we consider Y;. as a partially ordered set 
:5 (i' ~ i ~ i' and j;::; /. 
Then, for a sufficiently larger, there exists some ,l0 E of a Lie oftype Ar such 




Let 11 = ;;c • • • ;;c J, > 0) be a partition of d. Put r 0 := n + A1 - 1. 
Fork= 1, · · · ,n, := An+l···k +k~ l Fori= 1, · · · ,r0 , define b; as: 
Fork= 1, · · · ,n -1, put-yk := 
{ 
e ·-- l ~; .~) 0 
' 
if i E 
otherv'fise 
+k. Fori= 1,··' ;r0 r;defineczas: 




be a Cartan matrix of type 
weight de:fined by: 
and u); be the i-th fundarnental weight. 
+ 
pr•e-clorrm:J.aJlt integral the is order-isomorphic to the 
We note that th.;; integer r0 defined above is the minimum value of r's 
such that the given Young is reaHzabl';; in the coroot system 
Remark2. "nnniv··m<c:e!l .• then the partially ordered set is 
we have: 
d! 
ll.e;o(.l) ht (B) · 
Remark 3. Let 1t ("- P:e:.-1· Let{) E n I'D ( s13 ) Vie call the 
set (/3) the hook af /3, and the integer ho;:;ktem?th at fl. Then we have: 
P~·opo§i.tim~ 5. L Let A E 
1 ~ or 2" 
we have: 
d! #STab(D(A)'~)"" =--'CC I I.aED(I) #H,; (/3) ' 
' -anay t Then we have 
< 0. Since A E 
= -(,..l, + 
:::: 
we have 
If ::; 0, then we have 
am;urnotion. I-!ence, "\'IVe have: 
> 0. This contradicts our 
By 1) and we have: 
= 1~ or 2. 
0 
Propo§ilion 5.2, Let ;1. E P:e:.-l -y E Then we have: 
y'~) ~ 0. 
~ 1 * ' then (j3, rv> = 1, or = 1. 
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Since: 
;;:::: 0. 
E we have- ::; 
If (/3, ''/)""' 1, then there is nothing to prove. 
= 2, then, Lermna 3.2 and (2), we have (y, 
>:'lupp;ose (/3, > 0, then, since 
E E P~-,1· Since 
= 1 + (1-
we have: 
$; 2. 
Hence, we have 
f3 E By Pnmn·~!tl 
Lemma 3.2 (l) and 








< 0, then 
2, by 
0 
= 1. Then: 
E \'!) v. If, on the other 
E <Dv. 
< 0. we have either 
0 
Lemmili 5A, Let A E P?.-l Let a:; E 
then we have E D(sa:,(ii)t, and 
fl IT. Let f3, y E \ 
Lemma E D(sa1(J)t. 
·~ j3V, we have 1. By 5.2(2), we have = 1, or 
= 1. By Proposition 5.3(1), we have E Hence, we have either 
~ '}'v) < 0, or s;(/3v - > 0. s;(Bv -· < 0. Then we have fJv - = 
we have f3v = . Since yv -;- = (-l) + (-·1) = ~2, 
contradicts A E , Hence, we have st!J3v -yv) > 0. Since s;(jiv)} = 2:: 1, 
we have s1(yv) .;1 s1(/3v). D 
Lemma 5.5. Let A E Pc.-1 Let f3 E D(A ). ~f fJ is not a root. then there exists 
y E n CD such that 
Let O:j E (D ( Sp) n n. Since 0 > sp( O:f) = O:j - we have ;;:::: 1. Since 
s1(/3v) = fJv - f3v}a~, we have: 
= s1(/3v) + (o:1, f3'~)a~, 
0 < st(J."lv) < and 0 < < 
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Since A E P~- 1 and -1 = we have either = -1, 
or (.,l, =-1. 
then a; E Hence we 
a; E D(,l) n !l) 
If We have 
we have 
a(>(a;, f3v). Since 
::;; 2. Since ~ l 




-{A, aj) = -2, This contradicts that J E P.;c-l. 
= 2, then we have 0 < 
"'-·a;< 0 and 
"' 1, then we have 0 
"= -·a; < 0 and 
exists Ji E such that 
Let A. E P2:-i be finite. Put d :"" 
oflength d is said to be a standard 
condition holds: 
~ , then we have j < k. 
The set of standard labellings of 
Them·ern 5.6. Let .i E 
1•or a maximal 
where 
A is denoted 
, ". ,/3d), 
< 
< j3v. 
A sequence L "" 
A 
SLab().). 






l ~ k :;; d. Then, !lh is a maximal A.-path. 
rviPath(ii) to SLf1b(A.) is the inverse the 
SLab(J) to MPath(A.) 
' e' <R ·- s " 1 '"v·) r''or ea•'11 1 < Li.~_;:::: . h'''o>jk-I~Hik> 'vi -
k :S: d. Let 1 ::;; k ~ d. · · · si! S:,: s;,_1 • • • St1 (D(rl)). 
Since a~ E D(s;H · · · s;1 , we have yr = s11 • • • s;k-l (o:;k]Y E . Hence, is a 
sequence of elements oflength d. 
Let 1 ::; j, k :s; d. Suppose y'j <~ rr. Suppose j > k. We have: 
E 
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we get: 
This contradicts 
k * j, we have k < j. 
(2) Let L = 
is a simple coroot. Hence, we have k s j. Since it is trivial that 
we have L:B E SLab( /I.). 
for each I :::.:; k :::.:; d. Let 
1 s k s d. Since 
SfJI 0. 0 Sfh~l 
we have 0 0 • s13, s13 , • • 0 sp,_1 = --1 0 
Since s,, · · · s,H = s13H · · 0 s13,, we have: 
E D(s/3p-l · · · 
and 
E 
by Lemma we have: 
••• SP! 
on p, we E D(s,aH · · · s131 we get (j3J, · · · ,/3d) E 
This follows from the definitions of :B H L;s and L H :81 . 0 
305 and Theorem 
(5.5) d! 
= nflED(A) ht (jJ) ' 
where ht (/3) is the 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM4.1 
LetP = (P; ordered set. We define a set min(P) 
f PI . . 0 l ' . "P} :::::: 1 x E . x w a nnmma e1eme;m o:r . 
I. I 
Co:ro!lou:y 6.1. Let A E Then we have: 
= n 
D(J!)v n H". Now, we prove the converse. Let 
n nv. Then, Lemma 5.5, there exists E 
D(!lY n w ( sp )" ~ D(,l) v such that < . This contradicts that f3v E min(D(ilY). 
Hence, v-1e have ,8" E D(Jt n . This proves the statement o 
Lem.ma 6.2. Let P = (P; 
PutS := { T E STab(P) I 
Proof This is 
be a finite partially ordered set. Put d :""' #P. Let x E 
= x }. We dfjine a map¢ : STab(P \ I x)) ~~ S by: 






:5) be a finite partially ordered set. Then we have: 
#STab(P) = ,~ L..J #STab(P \ { x )). 
xEmin(P) 
This foUows from Lemma 6.2. 
Lemma 6A. Let A E P~- 1 Then we have: 
#MPath(,l) "' v L, 
o:,ED(i!)niT 
This follows from th© definition of 
T'hen, is a standard labelling 
(2) TtVe have: 
Prot~l we have f3v < , it is obvious that E 
0 
0 
(2) and #!viPath( *) satisfY the same recursive 
relation. Hence, induction on we have #STab(D(-1Y) = #MPath(,l). 
Since the injectivity of the corresUI)mlertce T H Lr is this follows from part 
(1), (2), and (5.5). D 
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